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ON THE OSCILLATION OF SOLUTIONS OF CERTAIN DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
For some class of the finite difference equations oscillation criteria are given.
Let R be the set of all real numbers. We let N(nQ) = = |nQ,n0+1,...}, where nQ is a natural number or zero. Let a > 0 be a real constant. The difference operator A^ will be defined in the following way AQ*n = xQ+1 -axQ (neN(O)), where jxQj is the sequence of real numbers. Instead of A^ we shall write A.
In this paper we study oscillation Then every solution |xn] of E{1) either is oscillatory or xn = o(a n ).
Proof.
Let |xQJ be a nonoscillatory solution of E ( of Theorem 1 we see that the sequence --V is eventually nonla J increasing, say for n n.j e N{n0), and it satisfies the inequality (1) for all neNtn.j). How we choose n2eN(n.,) so large that d^&n.j for all neUing). Hence for all n e N^ nK(n2)
we have x,, & -~ and consequently, by (ix), fs(xH )-f-t(-Then from (1) it follows that -1 - and we observe that the sequence j-jj-1 is nondecreasing for n3sn 1 that is * n 1 (5)
x n-a n ' for n -n T a ^ Obviously we can choose ngcNfn^ such that n i all n * ng and so Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 7 we obtain the inequality (4). Since jx n j is bounded and by (iii), there exists a positive constant H such that ^(x^ )-M for all n^n^. Now from (4) we have from where and (xiii) it follows that n x n t 1 ia \ +M £ a nk q dk -^oo as n -oo . Thus we have a contradiction and the theorem follows. (4) x • is nondeoreasing sequence for n^o,. a Cboose n 2 <;N(n,j) so large that d^^n^ for all n e N(n 2 ) and note that for n e If^ d.j n^n +1, So for all n e nN(n,,) we for gll Dàfi^ and In fact, it follows immediately from the observation that if jx n } is a nonoscillatory solution of E( I) or E(-1) -163 -then, by assumption on satisfies the same differenoe inequality as previously, namely (1) or (4)» respectively.
